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New Durex website invites adventurous couples to explore together
New research commissioned by Durex has revealed that UK couples are more adventurous than ever before.
The results reveal that over half of survey respondents (55%) are not-so-secret sex toy users and couples
are increasingly keen on exploring together. It seems the purchase and use of sex toys and other sex
enhancement products is becoming more of an everyday thing.
In response to this changing mindset, Durex is encouraging UK couples in this spirit of exploration via
its newly launched website and online shop (durex.co.uk). The site has been designed with couples in
mind, providing the perfect environment for lovers to tap into that spirit of exploration. As well as
discovering a whole world of amazing Durex products, the new site offers couples advice, tips, articles
and guest blogs from the UK’s leading sex and relationship experts.
To launch the new site, Durex has created the world’s first ever dual-screen synchronised TV advert.
Premiering on ITV2 at 21.10 on Friday 28 November, the cutting-edge technology allows people to see the
film’s characters from an alternate viewpoint on their mobile or tablet via a special app. When pointed
at the TV or computer screen where the advert is playing, the Durex Explore app synchronises
automatically to reveal an alternative viewpoint on the second screen - a reflection of what’s going on
behind closed doors in ordinary homes up and down the UK.
Britain behind closed doors: Gone are the days when sex toys were the reserve of the kinky extrovert,
today using sex toys is no big deal. A far cry from the traditional view of Britain as a reserved, even
prudish nation, it seems attitudes to sex and specifically sex toys have changed. A considerable 82% of
Brits agree that they think using sex toys regularly is more acceptable than it used to be.
Tight lipped not pillow talk: Despite a new found acceptability, Brits are still maintaining their
traditional decorum when it comes to spilling the beans on what they get up to in the bedroom. More than
a quarter say they avoid conversations about using sex toys and confided that they may have bought a sex
toy earlier in life if they’d felt more comfortable to discuss it with friends first - 26 is the
average age for purchasing your first sex toy; the new coming of age, perhaps?
Men: They live to give - In the Durex survey, the top reason given for buying a sex toy is based very
much on our partner’s enjoyment. 59% of men said this was the main reason for purchase. Also a
staggering 62% of men rank pleasing their partners as the most important factor when considering a sex
toy, suggesting that men perhaps aren’t the selfish lovers depicted in the stereotype. Ladies are
increasingly more likely to get a sex toy than a bunch of flowers as a surprise gift.
Durex sex and relationship expert Susan Quilliam says “It’s a common misconception that women turn to
sex toys because they’re single or because their partner no longer satisfies them. This survey shows
that sex toys are much more the couple’s domain than they are for single people. It’s great to see
that Brits are opening up to the possibilities and benefits of introducing something a little different
into the bedroom.”
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Do sex toys improve sex lives? Well, maybe. According to the survey conducted by Durex, 38% of people
bought sex toys for the first time to spice up their relationship. However half of sex toy users said
they simply enjoy ‘good sex’ and that using sex toys was just a part of that. Almost a quarter of
couples said their toys get a regular work out whilst a third said they’re saved just for special
occasions – Merry Sexmas!?
Shopping for sex toys - It seems that Brits have become very discerning and sophisticated in their sex
toy tastes and preferences; Purple and pink tones, discrete and reasonably priced are the main things
Brits are looking for in the perfect sex toy. Regular size vibrators are the clear favourite with 30% of
people saying that was their first choice. This was followed in popularity by clitoral stimulators and
rabbit vibrators. It’s not just about what they’re buying but how they’re buying it that is an
influential factor for consumers. Discretion is king with anonymity (18%), online availability (13%) and
partner’s opinion (26%) cited as the driving factors in choosing what and how to buy.
This significant shift in society’s perception suggests that the landscape and how we feel about sex
toys is likely to change further. So what’s the future of sex toys? Only a small minority (16%) feel
embarrassed about buying sex toys and 14% of people who have never experimented with them reveal their
reasons for not doing so is their partners’ reaction.
Leading sexpert, Alix Fox urges couples to try them, at least once. "Once you introduce sex toys to your
relationship, you open up a whole new spectrum of sensual possibilities. Toys give you both the
opportunity to experiment with fresh methods of turning each other on, and they can positively support
relationships in so many ways - for instance, by helping you both to become more orgasmic, and allowing
you to explore your bodies and discover a wider range of sensations you're capable of experiencing
together. Through playing with toys, you may well be amazed at what you discover about your partner and
yourself - for the better!"
Special deal for Black Friday: 20% discount + free shipping on all items from Friday 28 November 00 to
Monday 12pm.
-ENDSNotes to editors:
The launch of durex.co.uk will also be supported by a new million pound advertising campaign which marks
a world first in how TV advertising is shot and delivered to TV audiences. Durex has harnessed
cutting-edge dual screen technology which allows people to see the advert’s story and characters from
an alternative perspective on their mobile or tablet.
When pointed at the TV or computer screen where the advert is playing, the Durex Explore app synchronises
automatically to reveal the film’s hidden content on the second screen. The app works by using your
mobile device’s camera and microphone to detect that the advert is playing and synchronise the second
screen to the exact corresponding point in the video.
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The advert will premier on ITV2 at 21.10 on Friday 28 November and people can download the app for free
from iTunes and Google Play. The video will also be viewable at any time on the Durex UK YouTube channel.

For further information, samples, high-res images or to speak with our experts contact:
Durexpressoffice@virgohealth.com
•Harriet.Austin@virgohealth.com / 020 8939 1297
•Phyllida.price@virgohealth.com / 020 8939 1273
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